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APPENDIX B

CBSC Decision 08/09-0227 & -0229
CKIX-FM re the Missing 9 Contest

The following are the clues that were broadcast on October 3, 2008 by CKIX-FM (99.1
Hits FM) for its Missing 9 contest. Each segment began with a beeping noise, followed
by static, followed by a female robot voice saying “Acquiring encryption code.
Accessing frequency 9.1. Access granted” to indicate that the abductor has “hacked
into” the radio station. The “abductor” then gave his clue and the female voice said
“Ending frequency transmission. Good-bye.”

Clue 1

Abductor: Where’s the 9? Where’s the 9? Where is the 9? If I were a 9, where would
I be? I know. Do you? [cackles] Oh, listen to me and listen good. If you find the location,
move in real close to your radio and listen carefully. There are two ways to the 9. I’ll check in
on you later.

Clue 2

Abductor: Mmm. You’re starting to annoy me so much I’m even a little confused. I
don’t like to be rattled. But it’s impossible. You’re not listening! Why can’t you follow simple
instructions?! I’m making this so easy and yet you’re making it so hard for me to have any
fun. Stupid, stupid, stupid. What’s wrong with you? I know you haven’t found the 9 and I’m
starting to think you never will. You’re ruining the game. My game. I thought you and I were
on the same page. Obviously this is too much for your little brain to comprehend. I tell you
when to listen. I tell you to listen carefully. I post my thoughts on my website. Yet you still
continually disappoint me. You’re trying my patience. You’re taking the fun out of my game.
I think it’s about time I take this experience to a whole new level. Your precious little 9 is
coming out of hiding. My pearls of wisdom are still exact. Have you been following? Are you
ready to see it? I hope so. Move in real close to your radio and listen carefully. The 9 is not
at MUN Botanical Gardens. Do you think you heard me that time? I’ll be in touch in one
hour.

Clue 3

Abductor: Well, well, well. My listeners, still coming back. Another week is here and
gone. And you’re still none the wiser. My patience is wearing thin, so get ready because the
9 is coming out of hiding. Let’s hope you’ve been paying attention to me because everything
I’ve told you is so very important. You’ll see. You’ll all see soon. If you can’t find it soon, well
[cackles], I won’t play this game forever, so you’d better hope you find it real soon. In the
meantime, chew on this for the weekend. Move in real close to your radio and listen
carefully. The 9 is not lucky. Neither are any of you. I’ll be in touch.

Clue 4

Abductor: What is the hold-up? You’re still searching. You’re still looking. And you still
are just not listening. What do I have to do? Do you want me to gift wrap it for you? Maybe
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hand it over on a silver platter? You’re making me angry! The location of the 9 will soon
become much clearer. The 9 is coming out of hiding. The clues remain the same. Just
remember everything I’ve told you. You’ll need it. Move in real close right now to your radio
and listen carefully. The 9 is before the city. I’ll be in touch.

Clue 5

Abductor: I’m beginning to think all you do is waste my time. I’m doing this for you.
You’re my listeners and it’s my game. Remember my words. Get ready, the 9 is coming out
of hiding. You’ll all see it soon enough. For now, move in real close to your radio and listen
carefully. The 9 is east of Eden. I’ll be in touch.

The station also broadcast conversations about the contest in various talk sets involving
one or more Hits FM hosts (Randy Snow, Leanne Sharpe, Brad Michaels and David
James). The following are a few examples:

Snow: Okay, and Leanne was, uh, down there with Chris and Pam at that intersection, uh,
throughout the, uh, past hour and she brought along a little camera so she got some wicked
shots. We’re going to see if the abductor let’s us in on his website.

Sharpe:Yeah.

Snow: We’ll see if we can get those posted up there a little later on today. Speaking of
which, I better cut this short ’cause I’m going to get cut off. He should be hacking in any
minute.

Announcer: [?] go to the phones. You’re on the air.

Sharpe:Hi, Hits FM.

Caller Jerry: How’re you doin’, Leanne?

Sharpe:Good. How are you?

Caller Jerry: Pretty good. Uh, Leanne, can I hear that, uh, Pineapple Express tune, the
one from Pineapple Express?

Sharpe:Yep.

Caller Jerry: And I was lookin’ for your 9.
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Sharpe:Oh really?

Caller Jerry: I thought I had it all figured out and then your clue came on today and says
it’s not on Kenmount Road and that threw everything in the garbage.

Sharpe:Oh no! So back to square one.

Caller Jerry: Yeah.

Sharpe:That guy that hacks in all the time, I mean, he’s so deceiving, isn’t he?

Caller Jerry: Yeah, well, obviously I was all off.

Sharpe:Who’s this?

Caller Jerry: This is Jerry.

Sharpe:Jerry, I’m wishing you the best of luck.

Caller Jerry: Thank you, Leanne.

Sharpe:So back to square one. So where do you think you’re gonna start now?

Caller Jerry: I have no idea. I’ll go back to the sheet and take a look.

Sharpe: [laughs] And you want to hear M.I.A “Paper Planes”?

Caller Jerry: Yes, please.

Sharpe:Well, may that be the song for your luck.

Caller Jerry: Thank you.

Sharpe:To change it all around.
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Michaels: 9.1 Hits FM, Suzie McNeil “Let’s Go”. Go to 91HitsFM.com. Uh, you know,
we’re banding together, get together with family and friends and, uh, look for the latest
developments, the latest thoughts, the latest messages we’ve been receiving from our
abductor. Uh, you know when to listen: seven, eight, nine in the morning, noon and five pm
today we’ll hear something, uh, hopefully that will lead us directly to the location of our
abducted 9. Uh, you find the 9, you get the reward: ten thousand dollars cash, put up by our
friends at City Honda. It’s, it’s no good if you find it, you know, to hold onto it or to tell us
about it. Uh, we want the safe return of the 9. You can do whatever you want with the
money. The reward is yours if you can find our abducted 9. Find the 9, get the cash and, uh,
let’s get this whole scenario over with. It’s been going on for way, way too long.

Michaels: 9.1 Hits FM. Uh, former front man for Bush and, uh, doin’ his own thing
there, uh, soundin’ good. Some, some would say he’s better known as Gwen Stefani’s
husband. Gavin Rossdale at 3:49 and “Love Remains the Same”. And, uh, well the same
old situation here. Uh, we’ve got the onus put on you to help us find our missing 9 if you can.
Well, you’ve heard now there’s a ten thousand reward for it. And we remind you to be
respectful, you know, of, uh, public and private property. And you’ve heard our respective
mayors, Dennis O’Keefe and Randy Simms, uh, mention the same thing to you. A lot of, a lot
of are on the hunt for the 9 and, you know, we want it so bad, we want it as badly as you do,
uh, but, you know, keep a level head when you’re goin’ about it and listen at five again today
for more. Maybe that will give you a jumpstart or a new lead or a new indication maybe of the
location. Uh, if you want to keep up to date on things, check out 91HitsFM.com. Find the 9,
get the reward. Ten thousand dollars, courtesy of City Honda.

Michaels: 9.1 Hits FM with Katy Perry. It’s your number one song today, “Hot ’n’ Cold”
and, well, I don’t know. Mandy Viries, are you hot or cold as you’re looking for the 9?

Caller Mandy: Hot today.

Michaels: Yeah?

Caller Mandy: I’m hopin’.

Michaels: Okay, well, yeah, that’s the main thing. You gotta stay positive about this
thing, right? Now, are you goin’ this alone or is this a, you sort of working collectively in a
group to, to try and find it?

Caller Mandy: Myself and my husband and our four children.
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Michaels: Oh, it’s a family affair?

Caller Mandy: It is. And we, we’ve got another idea now for this evening that we’re gonna
go and scope out.

Michaels: So, so you mean, another idea for this evening meanin’ you’ve been out on
previous nights?

Caller Mandy: We have been. We, we’ve done a bit of looking, yes.

Michaels: How long have you been looking?

Caller Mandy: Um, almost since the beginning.

Michaels: Okay. Now, you don’t want to tell us where you’re goin’ tonight, do ya?

Caller Mandy: No, I don’t, no.

Michaels: Okay. All right. Well, we gotta ask. You never know.

Caller Mandy: I’ll, I’ll let you know when I find it where it was.

Michaels: There you go. All right, I like that. Uh, you got our five songs today? You’re
all good to go?

Caller Mandy: I am. Yeah.

Michaels: All right. Start with number five, would you, please?

Caller Mandy: Okay, number five is “Keep Getting Better” by Christina Aguilera. Number
four is “Fall for You” by Secondhand Serenade. Number three was “So What” by Pink. Two
was “Old School” by Hedley and one is “Hot ’n’ Cold” by Katy Perry.

Michaels: All right, my dear. We got a ton of ol’ stuff for you. Ready for this? We got
tickets to the Coors Light FMX World Tour. That’s comin’ to Mile One November first. A, uh,
twenty-five dollar gift certificate off your next accessory purchase with our friends at
Newfound Mobility there on Kelsey Drive. And Ironman. Have you seen that? We’ve got a
copy of that DVD.
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Caller Mandy: Haven’t.

Michaels: No? Oh. Great movie from the summer. Hey, it’s all for you today. And, uh,
you know, find the 9, you get all that money. Ten thousand dollar reward too, right?

Caller Mandy: That’d be great.

Michaels: Okay. Well, hang on. Thanks for playing today and good luck in your pursuit
of our 9, okay?

Caller Mandy: Thanks.

Michaels: 9.1 Hits FM. I’m David James. Kardinal Offishall and Akon right there with
“Dangerous”. Now, it was a little over two hours ago that the dude dropped his latest clue. If
you missed it, jump online. Clues are all there, 91HitsFM.com. This guy’s arrogant. That’s
what’s gonna give this 9 away. He got arrogant. He posted the clues online tryin’ to just, let’s
be honest, he’s rubbin’ it in your face that you can’t find the thing. That’s what he’s doin’.
Find it. Win ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. Just find the 9. That’s all you gotta
do. Although I kind of make that sound easy when I know, of course, it’s not easy
whatsoever. You miss any clues at all, again, jump online, 91HitsFM.com and his next clue
will come again tomorrow morning at seven o’clock with Randy Snow and the Hits Morning
Show.

announcer: Dwayne, what do you want to hear tonight?

Dwayne: Uh, Theory of a Deadman “Santa Monica”.

announcer: Dwayne, uh, you been lookin’ for the 9?

Dwayne: Yeah. Me and my buddy, uh, we’re on the highway all day round town so,
uh, printed off all the clues on the computer and we got a general idea, so, so it’s [????].

announcer: Ten thousand dollars if you find it, buddy. Thanks for callin’.

Dwayne: Right on.
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Snow: “Crash and Burn” from Alicia Strata, 9.1 Hits FM. Yes, we’re still 9.1 and no, no we
have not found our missing 9 yet. At least it hasn’t been returned to us for the ten thousand
dollar cash reward from City Honda, so it’s still out there. Have you noticed, though, uh,
yesterday, the abductor on his comments, I don’t know if he, we’re freaking him out a little or
not. Maybe he’s getting a little on edge. Maybe we’re just not playing the game the way he
wants us to. Or, I’m thinkin’, maybe we’re actually getting a little close to actually finding it
and this is throwing him off his game. Either way, he’s been saying “I’m going to be taking
this to a whole new level.” Um, “the 9 will be coming out of hiding.” What, what is all that?
What does that mean? I don’t know if you’ve, uh, been on the website, uh, 9.1HitsFM.com.
Everything he’s mentioned since we started this is listed there. I’m hoping that if you go
through, at least one of you, uh, will actually connect the dots and a light bulb will appear over
your head and you’re going to be able to know what he’s talking about and find our missing 9.
That’s what it’s all about. I got a feeling we’re close ’cause he seems a little, uh, a little
freaked out, if you know what I mean, if you’ve listened to him over the past day or so.
Anyway, he’ll be hackin’ in again on Monday morning around seven o’clock. But go to the
website and just, uh, see if you can, uh, piece some of that together. Again, it’s
91HitsFM.com. Back in a minute, here on Hits.

Snow: Seven degrees now at Hits FM. Oh man, please, please, please let it be so. We
received an unconfirmed report and, again, verification process is underway. All the Hits FM
staff have been called and wakened [sic] from their slumber.

Sharpe:Mm hm.

Snow: And the verification is underway as we speak. Uh, we have it on reliable authority
that the missing 9 has been recovered. We’ve just, I think, shaken off the abductor. He just
hacked in there –

Sharpe:Yep.

Snow: -- at a rather unusual time. Ohh, have out-smarted him? Oh, very possibly so!
That’s all I have for now. Okay? The verification process is underway. And we should know
very shortly if indeed the, uh, the missing 9 has been recovered. But it looks good. Stand by
for more. All right, I’m Randy Snow along with Leanne Sharpe and Jennifer McCrae and
Santana with Rob Thomas. This is “Smooth”. 9.1 Hits FM.

The following are transcripts of the contest promos.
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Announcer voice-over: 9.1 Hits FM.

[audio montage of callers asking about 9]

announcer voice-over: This morning on Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show:

Snow: Hi, Hits FM.

Abductor: Hello, Randy.

Snow: Hi there. What’s your first name?

Abductor: Who I am is not important. What I’ve got is.

Snow: Okay, obviously you don’t want to play the game, so that’s fine. That’s fine, I’m going
to have to move on. Hi, Hits FM.

Abductor: [cackles] Still here.

Snow: How’s he doin’ that?

Abductor: You can’t cut me off, so shut up and listen! I’ve got your precious little 9.
You can get your 9 back when I get ten thousand dollars. Have it ready by Tuesday morning
at 8:10. Enjoy your weekend, Randy. [cackles]

Announcer voice-over: Our 9 has been abducted and it’s gonna take ten thousand dollars to
get it back. Can Randy come up with the money? Find out Tuesday morning with Randy
Snow and the Hits Morning Show. 9.1 Hits FM.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: On the morning of Friday, August 29
th

Hits FM received a disturbing and anonymous
phone call from someone who claimed that had abducted our 9 and demanded ten thousand
dollars for its safe return. We were having trouble coming up with that kind of cash on such
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short notice. But true to their slogan, if you don’t shop at City Honda they can’t save you any
money, not only did they save us the trouble of coming up with the money, they offered it up
themselves. I want to thank everyone at City Honda for that. I decided not to reward this
person for stealing the 9, but instead offer it to you if you find our beloved 9 and return it to us
here at Hits FM. This turn of events has angered this person and he’s upset, resorting to
other scare tactics to prove he’s in control. I swear to you, he is not and his efforts will be in
vain. I urge you to help us. Search as individuals, form search parties, get your family, your
friends, your classmates, neighbours all involved. The gang at City Honda are on board with
me. They said the same thing. Give the ten grand to whoever finds the 9 and gets it back to
you. It’s an actual, tangible item. It really is a number 9 and if you find it, you will know
immediately you’ve found it. Please help us get it back. I would like to personally thank you
for your help and support and please stay tuned for further updates.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Well, my friend, it’s been over two weeks since our 9 went missing. The abductor
demanded ten thousand dollars for its return. City Honda offered up that money to pay the
ransom. We decided not to give it to him, but to offer it to you if you find the missing 9. Now
a lot has happened since we refused the abductor’s ransom money. He’s taken control of
our website, hacked into our phone system, and now continues to hack into our most prized
possession, our signal! Our link to you! He seems to be playing a little game with all of us.
He’s taunting us with his puzzling words and comments, thinking none of us our clever
enough to figure out what he’s up to. He’s wrong, isn’t he? He’s underestimated all of us,
hasn’t he? Let’s get together and get that 9 back. I can tell you this: You will know it when
you find it. It really is an actual, tangible number 9, readily identifiable as belonging to Hits
FM. We need it back. Please help us find the 9. You do, you’ll claim the reward, ten
thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda, Kenmount Road. They saved us the headache of
trying to come up with that kind of money. And if you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t
save you any money. Good luck in your search.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: The abductor of our missing 9 continues to hack into our station offering, as he calls
them, pieces of his puzzle. We’ve already noticed a pattern emerging in the times he’s
hacking into Hits FM: seven, eight, nine AM, twelve noon and again five PM. Now we’d post
his comments on our website, but he has control of that too, at least for now. We’d repeat
them on the air, but he’s threatened to cut us off if we do. It’s important you listen closely to
his comments at seven, eight, nine AM, twelve noon and five PM. Our thanks to City Honda
who’ve been great through all of this. If you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you
any money. It’s true, because they saved us the hassle of having to come up with that ten
grand on short notice. Our thanks to them. And to all of you engaged in your search.
Individually or as a group, we appreciate everything you’re doing. Find the 9, get the ten
thousand dollar reward. It’s that simple. And stay with Hits FM for further updates.
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Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Some significant developments over the last few days in the search for our missing
9. On Thursday morning, a Polaroid picture of what we now know to be a piece of our
missing 9 appeared on our website. On Friday morning, that exact piece of the 9 was
delivered by courier to me personally here at Hits FM. We’ve since turned it over to the
authorities. In light of this turn of events, I urge you now more than ever to help us find our
missing 9 before it encounters even further damage. As of now, it is still salvageable, but I’m
not sure how much longer we can hold out. My thanks to those of you actively engaged in a
search. If you’ve recently become inspired to get involved, I urge you to stay tuned and also
to visit our website, 91HitsFM.com. Analyze what’s there and help us find that missing 9,
please. You will know it when you’ve found it and that it does indeed belong to Hits FM.
Bring it back to us, claim the ten thousand dollar cash reward courtesy of City Honda. If you
don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you any money. Again, the website, including the
Polaroid of that piece of the missing 9 and more is 91HitsFM.com. Thank you and good luck.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.

Snow: Here’s the latest on the search for our missing 9. The abductor continues his game
of hacking into Hits FM at seven, eight and nine AM, twelve noon and five PM dangling his
verbal carrots in front of us. He’s also posting those comments now on what he’s calling his
website. Check them out along with the picture of the piece of our 9 he cut off and sent to us
at 91HitsFM.com. Our thanks as well to Newfoundland and Labrador Crimestoppers for their
support.

Crimestoppers representative: Newfoundland and Labrador Crimestoppers has come on as
a partner in this pursuit. It’s clear that a serious crime has been committed.

Snow: Find the 9, bring it back to us, claim the ten thousand dollar reward courtesy of City
Honda. If you don’t shop at City Honda, they can’t save you any money. I thank you again,
all of you for your help and effort. All we ask is that you respect property and belongings in
your search. Together we’ll put the abductor in his place once and for all and put our missing
9 back in its place, back where it belongs. Right here at Hits FM.

Announcer voice-over: An important message to all Hits FM listeners from Randy Snow,
host of Randy Snow and the Hits Morning Show.
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Snow: Thousands of you are actively engaged in the search for the Hits FM missing 9. I
thank you. Maybe you’re one of them. No luck in finding it yet, though. Pay no attention to
the rumours. When it’s found and returned to us, you’ll be the first to know. Have you pieced
together or made sense of the abductor’s comments and hints yet? I think we might have
freaked him out a little. Either he’s getting really frustrated that nobody’s figured it out yet or
we’re getting really close to finding it and this is throwing him off his game. What do you
think? I think it’s the latter. Have you noticed he’s been saying “I’m taking this to a whole
new level. The 9 is coming out of hiding”? What do you think he means by that? I know
many of you are engaged in sharing your thoughts on where the missing 9 is with friends,
family, co-workers. We encourage that because through working together, sharing thoughts
and ideas, I know we’ll get our 9 back and I know it’s going to be soon. Remember the
abductor continues his game of hacking into Hits FM at seven, eight and nine AM, twelve
noon and five PM and then posts his comments on the website, 91HitsFM.com. Find the 9.
Get the reward. Ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. If you don’t shop at City
Honda, they can’t save you any money. Good luck.

Announcer voice-over: Our 9 has finally been returned. Thanks to all engaged in the search
and a big thanks to the man who found our missing 9, Paul Ennis. Paul has returned our
nine and claimed the ten thousand dollar reward courtesy of City Honda.

Snow: It’s been a long time gettin’ closer and closer to our missing 9, but we have it in our
hands physically and we have a winner. His name is Paul Ennis. Where did you find it this
morning?

Ennis: Self storage mall on Topsail Road. There was a little grey pickup in a parking lot and
it was in, in the pan of a truck in a wooden box.

Snow: Paul, I salute you, my friend. You are now my new best friend.

Ennis: You can have your 9 back.

[cheering]

Snow: I’m Randy Snow along with Jennifer McCrae and Leanne Sharpe and this is 99.1 Hits
FM.

Sharpe:All right!

Announcer voice-over: Click 991HitsFM.com for full details. We are Newfoundland’s hit
music station 99.1 Hits FM.
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Michaels: 9.1 Hits FM with Suzie McNeil and “Let’s Go”. 3:26, I’m Brad Michaels. How
are you this afternoon? Uh, and did you go to the Devotion Wedding Show there at the Delta
yesterday? Big old crowd on hand. Our own Leanne Sharpe was on location and with the
piece of the 9, uh, that showed up a couple of Friday, Friday mornings, uh, back with Randy
Snow and the Hits Morning Show. And, uh, for those that dropped down to, uh, Mark’s, uh,
Work Warehouse there Thursday night and to the Delta yesterday, you’d actually be able to
see, uh, but not touch, the, uh, the piece of the 9 that showed up here a couple of Fridays
back. Uh, 91HitsFM.com, uh, to see that picture if you didn’t have a chance to, uh, pop out
and see it in person. Uh, what did show up? It’s on the site there. As well as, uh,
information that could help you get a jump-start on to where our abducted 9 is. You find the
9, you get the reward. Ten thousand dollars courtesy of City Honda. Find the 9, get the cash
and, uh, listen at the times, seven, eight, nine in the morning, noon and five o’clock today.
We’ll hear more.


